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Why Living and Working in Australia is an Excellent Decision?
The decision to live and work in Australia, a highly desirable place because of the high quality of life, is now
becoming the ambition of many people from less developed countries. Consisting of eight major territories, the
Australian continent is home to many forms of wildlife and very remarkable natural sights.

Places to Visit in Australia
Australia, in fact, is listed to be as a world heritage site. Who will not become familiar with the very famous Opera
House in Sydney, the Ayers Rock in the city of Alice Springs and the Kakadu National Park in the Northern
Territory? There are lots of tourist attractions in Australia. From the Australian Capital Territory, to the New South
Wales, going to the Queensland, and staying at Tasmania and Victoria; you could deﬁnitely say that there a lots of
great and wonderful things to do on this country. No doubt hat your Australian immigration plans certainly would
be the key to the fulﬁllment of your ultimate dream of living and working in Australia.

Applying for a Visa
In order for you to be granted with the freedom to live and work in Australia, you will be mandated by the
Australian Federal Government to go through an Australia visa application. The Australian Department of
Immigration and Citizenship is the main government body in charge of the whole Australia migration process.
Everybody is actually entitled to choose the corresponding Australian visa that he or she prefers. As whatever the
case maybe, this is where he or she is going to focus his skills and dedicate a portion of his or her time. There is
the Employer or Business Sponsored visa, Skilled Migration visa, Partner visa, Student visa and the Business visa.
Going the highest level, you can also apply for the Australian citizenship program. But in order for you to qualify on
these programs, you must complete and submit all the Australia Visa Requirements. Living in Australia will be
getting closer and closer to reality once you qualify for the eligibility tests in the Australian visa program of your
choice.

Helpful Facts and Figures
Australia has the lowest population density in the world. The total land area of Australia is 7,686,850 square
kilometers while the population is only 21 million. These are the obvious facts on why the Australian government is
opening its door to people with deep interest in immigrating to Australia. The General Skilled Migration program,
for example, is just one of the many Australian immigration programs that are open to all workers and
professionals from anywhere across the world. There are certain eligibility requirements for this program. One of
them is that the applicant’s skills must be listed in the Australia’s Skilled Occupation List. The Employer Sponsored
Migration program is also another way for you to secure an Australian working visa. Sydney, Melbourne, Gold
Coast, Cairns, Brisbane and Adelaide are all in need of many health care professionals every year. Accounting jobs,
engineering jobs, and manufacturing and operations jobs are in demand to the majority of the cities in Australia.
The growing economy of Australia, being the 13th largest in the world in 2009, is continuously seeking for many
skilled and talented professionals in the ﬁeld of logistics and transportation, science and technology, and oil and
gas mining industry.

Consulting the Immigration Agencies
Moving to Australia today is being simpliﬁed with the help of private and corporate immigration law ﬁrms and
expert immigration agencies. These migrant agents are registered to the Australian Department of Immigration
and Citizenship. They are authorized to conduct Australian visa services to the global applicants. These services

range from detailed assessment of the applicant’s eligibility, pre-application preparation, and detailed submission
and lodgment. Australian visa application online, on most immigration agents, always begins with a free visa
assessment. The online assessment form basically contains the general information section about the applicant
and a set of questionnaire that can be answered within just a few minutes. The assessment’s primary goal is to
determine if the applicant is eligible for the Australian visa applied for. Face to face consultation, email
consultation and telephone consultation are the types of services that these migration agents are oﬀering to their
customers.

People and Government Programs
Living and working in Australia means a lot of beautiful and amazing things that are just waiting to happen to
someone’s life. The good people of Australia, the healthy nation and the winter and spring seasons will prove to
you that life in Australia is nothing ordinary. The Medicare safety net, the healthcare system and the sports to play
will surely place you in the best shape of your health and wellness. The health insurance in Australia is consists of
health insurance fund, private insurance and Medibank. Get married and have a baby in Australia and your future
will be safeguarded with the Child Care and Family Care programs. Jobs, education, and business opportunities are
just everywhere in Australia. There will be no regrets for sure if you start your new life here.

Visa Application Process
Moving to Australia can only happen if you will start processing your Australian visa application today. Reading this
article can be a good introduction for you if you’re planning to live and work to Australia in the near future. As a
summary, your ﬁrst step is to know your eligibility by taking a pre-assessment test from a reliable migration agent
online. Next is to begin with your Australian visa application. The last but deﬁnitely not the least is to wait for the
Australian visa to be granted and delivered into your home. The following events would be spending the rest of
your life at this world’s lucky country, Australia.
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